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QUALITY CHANGES AND THE VOLUME OF TRADE

Bruno Larue and James Rude

QUALITY CHANGES AND THE VOLUME OF TRADE

1. Introduction

With a few notable exceptions (e.g., Goddard, 1988; de
Gorter and Meilke, 1986) agricultural economists have
generally neglected quality differences between products in
their theoretical or applied modeling of agricultural trade.
Surprisingly, the work of Lancaster (1966, 1971) and
Armington (1969) has not been as influential as perhaps it
should have been. Of all possible markets, agricultural
markets are certainly the ones where quality matters the
most. In no other market are inspection and grading systems
more important than in agricultural markets. The recent
controversies about the use of growth hormones in beef
production (U. of C. Berkeley Wellness Letter, 1989), the
licensing of new wheat varieties in Canada (Gilmour, 1986),
the inadequacy of the U.S. grain grading system (Hill, 1988)
and the growing use of technical barriers to trade simply
demonstrate the importance of quality in agricultural trade.

This paper addresses the question of how the volume of
trade is affected by perceived changes in quality. A simple
trade model is used to analyze the consequences of changes
in the quality of imported goods from the importer's
perspective. It is shown that when there is a constant
quality relationship between domestic and foreign goods, the
direction of the change in volume following a perceived
exogenous improvement in the quality of an import good
depends on the import price elasticity for that good.

The implications of the theoretical results derived
below are far reaching. Governments in every countries have
to make decisions regarding quality control. Some of the
decisions deal with resource allocation for inspection and
grading services, some relate to the licensing of new
products and some are part of an export strategy focusing on
product differentiation (and less on price competition).
Product differentiation is not as transparent as price
competition and probably less likely to trigger bitter
responses. Consequently, th'e effects of perceived changes
in product quality have to be investigated.

2. The Model

To analyze how perceived changes in quality affects the
volume of trade, we chose to model the behavior of a "small"
importing country. The importing country derives utility
from two sources: the consumption of an aggregate good X,
and the consumption of characteristics from the import good,
say wheat. The domestically produced wheat is represented
by Y while imports of wheat of quality q is labelled Q.
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The quality index q is defined in terms of the quality
of the domestic wheat whose implicit quality parameter is
one. The parameter q should be interpreted as the relative
quality of imported wheat. Because q is a scalar, the
quality trade off between foreign and domestic wheat is
fixed thus reflecting perfect substitutability between one
unit of domestic wheat and 1/q units of foreign wheat.
Therefore, foreign and domestic wheat serve the same purpose
and can be added on as one commodity .I. The sum Y + qQ is
the total amount of wheat characteristics available for
domestic consumption. The world price for wheat of quality
q is denoted by P and is determined by exogenous forces.
G(Y) is the level of production of the aggregate good and it
is assumed that an increase in wheat production can only be
achieved at the expense of the production of the aggregate
good (Gy, Gvy < 0). Exports are defined as G(Y) - X and
trade is balanced at all times (G(Y) - X = PQ)4 The utility
maximization problem can be stated as follows:4

U(G(Y) - PQ, Y + qQ) (1)

The corresponding first order conditions for Y and Q are
given by equations (2) and (3). Assuming the second order
conditions hold (see Appendix), utility maximization
implies:

UlGy + U2 = 0,

-UiP + U2q = 0, -

From (2), U2/U1 = -Gv, or the domestic marginal rate of
substitution equals the domestic rate of transformation.
Similarly, from (3), U2q/U1 = P or the marginal rate of
substitution of imported wfieat for the aggregate good is
equal to the relative price. Finally, from equations (2)
and (3), we obtain an equality between the domestic rate of

Strictly speaking, bread wheat, pasta wheat and feed wheat
are different commodities. Making the assumption that wheat
is one commodity is in fact assuming that buyers of wheat
serving different purposes are after the same
characteristics and weight them in the same manner. Such an
assumption is common in econometric modeling but clearly
does not hold if the content of the quality reports
published by the Canadian Grain Commission and U.S. Wheat
Associates reflects the buyers' information requirements.

2 An alternative specification has the budget constraint
separated from the utility function by a Lagrangian
multiplier in the following manner: U(X, Y + qQ) + t(G(Y)
X - PQ).
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transformation and the world price weighted by the quality
adjustment factor, -Gy = P/q.

If consumers are capable of discerning quality
variations, the real price P/q faced by the domestic wheat
producers will internalize the consumers' ranking of wheats
and will induce an adjustment in domestic production. For
example, if the quality of the imported whet is inferior (q
< 1), the value of the domestic wheat will appreciate and
its relative price will reflect the quality differential.
As long as the buyers can discriminate among goods of
different quality, there is no market failure and whether
the domestic or foreign price adjust is irrelevant since it
is the ratio of the two that matters. It should be stressed
that this result holds only when the agents in the importing
country know with certainty the relative quality of the
imported wheat and can react instantaneously to quality
changes.

3. Comparative Statics of Changes in Quality

The comparative statics for the model developed in
above are revealing. Of principal interest is how the
volume of imports and the consumption and production of
domestically produced goods are affected by changes in the
price and quality of imported wheat. These results are
summarized below.

dQ/dP = U1 [UliGy + U22 + 2U12Gy + Ul Gyy]

U1QC1Gyy 
[U111)/(1 U12]/IAI < 0. (4)

dY/dP = U1q [UllGyP/q + U22 + 21.112P/q]/AI > 0. (5)

dQ/dq = -U2 [U11Gy2 + U22 + 2U12Gy + UlGyy]

+ UlGyyqQ [1112P/q + U22] 5 0. _ (6)

dY/dq = (-U2q (U12Gy U22))/1111 < 0.
•

(7)

From the second order conditions derived in Appendix, we
find that:

1AI = U1Gyyq2 [Ull (P/c1) 2 + U22 - 2U12P/q] > 0. (8)

As expected, equation (4) shows that as the price
of imported wheat increases, the substitution and income
effects move in the same direction, and demand for imported
wheat decreases. Equation f5) shows that an increase in the
price of imported wheat will increase the domestic
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production of wheat, if the quality of imported wheat is
held constant. When the price of imported wheat rises, the
domestic producers of wheat augment their production and the
consumers substitute the domestic wheat for the imported
wheat.

The results in equations (4) and (5) are standard and
can be found in most textbooks (e.g., Varian, 1984). The
remaining results are interesting, since quality is not a
characteristic for which extensive comparative statics
analysis exists. Not surprisingly, it is demonstrated in
equation (7) that when the perceived quality of imported
wheat increases, the demand for domestic wheat falls. It is
particularly important to note that equation (6) is
ambiguous. When q (the quality variable) increases, fewer
units of imported wheat are needed to achieve the same level
of utility. In addition, decreasing marginal utility may
result in the consumption of fewer units of imported wheat,
and higher consumption of the aggregate good. The importing
country, therefore, may achieve greater utility from
purchasing a lower volume of wheat but will consume more
wheat characteristics no matter how the volume changes.
This is illustrated in Figures la and lb. In both Figures,
as the perceived quality of foreign wheat increases from q0
to ql, imports of wheat characteristics increases from Y0X0
to Y1Z1 and utility increases from U0 to Ul. In Figure la,
the volume of imports decreases from Y0X0 Eo Y1X1 as more of
the aggregate good is produced and consumed. However, in
Figure lb, the volume of imported wheat and quality move in
the same direction.

The necessary condition for signing equation (6) can be
derived by first rewriting the utility function as

U = U(G(Y) - 68, Y + 8), (9)

where S = P/q and 8 = qQ. Not dVdelq = (dP/dQ)/q2 which
implies that dQ/c1 = (de/dS)/q4. Therefore, (d8/dS)6/8 =
(dQ/dP)P/Q = -EQ.' Equation (6) can be expressed as

dQ/dq = d(e/q)/d6 dS/dq

= [0:18/dS (-P/q) -

= (eQ - 1)Q/q. (6')

The sign of (6) is hence positive if and only if

eQ > 1. (10)

Thus, it can be concluded that an improvement in the

3 This can be verified by performing the comparative statics
for the utility maximization problem in equation (9).
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perceived relative quality of foreign wheat will lead to an
increase in the volume of wheat imports if and only if the
price elasticity of wheat imports exceeds one.

An alternative and more tedious approach uses the
unambiguous sign of equation (4) to determine under what
condition higher quality of imports will result in increased
imports. Equation (6) can then be rearranged in the
following manner.

dQ/dq = (dQ/dP)(-U2/111) + [UlGyyQq (irilD/q - 1322)

+ U2GyyQq ( -1111P/c1 U12)]/IA I

= (dQ/dP)(-P/q) + Q/q [-U1U11GyyP2 - U1U22Gvyq2

+ 2U11112GyyPqMIAI

= [(dQ/dP)(-P/q) - Q/q = (EQ - 1)Q/q. (6")

This is equivalent to the condition expressed in (6), and to
take a positive value, again condition (10) EQ > 1 must
hold. Intuitively, an increase in q can be treated as an
increase in the real price of domestic wheat P/q, also the
price of the imported wheat when the latter is expressed in
terms of the grade of the domestic wheat. Hence, the sign
of (6') depends whether the demand for wheat is elastic or
inelastic.

What is the implication of the result in (6") for
exporters of agricultural products? The import demand
elasticities for beef (differentiated by country of origin)
as computed by Goddard (1988) are concentrated between 0.5
and 2.0. If import decisions are made according to our
model, it cannot be said that an importer will always buy
more beef following an improvement in quality. For example,
Japan is much more sensitive to a change in the price of
U.S. beef (E = 1.810) than it is for beef from New Zealand
(EQ = 0.635). On the other hand, the excess demand
elasticities for wheat, coarse grains, rice, ruminant meat,
non ruminant meat, dairy products and sugar as computed by
Tyers and Anderson (1988) tend to be well above 1. Thus for
this wide range of commodities, a perceived change in
quality would cause the volume of trade to rise
substantially.

The result shown in (6) was obtained by Murphy (1980)
who used a characteristic model with exogenous income.
Murphy's objective was to identify the relationship between
quality and consumer demand. ,Like us, he demonstrated that
the parameterization of quality in a demand equation could
lead to erroneous results since an assumption has to be made
about the effect of quality on demand. Equation (6") is
identical to his equation (11) and is unnecessarily tedious
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to derive. The alternative proof given in (6') is derived
in a much more intuitive and straightforward manner by
exploiting the definition of 8.

4. Conclusion

The model introduced in Section 2 provided a basis for
assessing the impact of changes in quality, when there is a
fixed quality trade off between domestic and foreign wheat.
The main result is the link between the import response to a
change in product quality and the price elasticity of the
imported good. Given a price inelastic import demand,
imports will decrease when the quality of the imported
product is upgraded.
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8. Appendix

For the second order conditions of the utility
maximization problem to hold, the sign of the determinants

of the Hessian matrix must alternate in sign (Varian, 1984).

The Hessian matrix A can be constructed by totally
differentiating the first order conditions as shown in (Al).

[ 2 + U G + 1 2U G q + U YY 12 Y 22 -ullGY P + 2U12Gyq + u22c1ullGY

2U12Gyq + u22c1 u11
P2 - 2U12Pq + u22c1

2

(Al)
The notation makes extensive use of subscripts which denotes
partial derivatives, unless stated otherwise. For example

ull represents the second partial derivative 
of the utility

function with respect to the consumption level of the
aggregate good, X. Domestic and imported wheat (adjusted
for quality differential) form the second argument in the
utility function. The subscript '2' denotes a derivative
with respect to wheat characteristics. The usual
assumptions on the signs of Ull and U22 are made (i.e., U..33
< 0 for j = 1 or 2). This implies that utility is
increasing at a decreasing rate as the consumption of wheat
or the aggregate good increases. Barring saturation, the
marginal utilities from the consumption of the aggregate
good and from wheat are positive. By using results from the

first order conditions and rearranging the terms, we obtain

the following expression for the det2rminant of A. Since

Gyy < 0, the expression lAl=ull 2U12U1GyyPq +' uiP G YY -
U22U1GYYq' is unconditionally nega 

ive when U12 > O. When

U12 < 0, the determinant of A 
will be negative if:

(-1111P/q, -U22q/P) -U12.
(A2)

(A2) is hence sufficient to guarantee that the second order
conditions are met.

•
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